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Abstract

For reuse to mature into an institutional context, we must move beyond anecdotal support

to cost and estimation models supported by legitimate measures. This implies that the existing

measures and models will need to be adapted to properly distinguish and credit reuse when

it occurs and when it can occur. Furthermore, the focus of those measures and models may

change.

Keywords: maturity, measurement, metrics

Workshop Goals: Assess the acceptance of measurement-based software reuse; understand

how others measure reuse activities; work towards consensual standards of assessment.

Working Groups: Useful and collectible metrics, reuse management, organization and eco-

nomics, reuse maturity models.
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1 Background

As part of our relationship with the Information Systems Directorate at NASA's Johnson Space

Center, we are currently involved in the support of the Defense Information Systems Agency / Joint

Interoperability Engineering Organization / Center for Information Management in their work in

institutionalizing reuse within the DoD community. In particular, we are members of both the reuse

metrics team, responsible for de�ning and executing a measurement plan to assess reuse activity

within the Defense Software Repository System (DSRS) and the pilot projects supported by the

DSRS, and the Software Reuse Roadmap team, responsible for assessing the current state of reuse

in government, industry and academia, and laying out a strategy for the DoD to best leverage its

investment in research.

Eichmann is also currently the Director of Research and Development for the Repository Based

Software Engineering (RBSE) program, a NASA supported reuse initiative, of which the AdaNET

software repository is a part, and a member of the AIAA Software Reuse Standards Working

Group, an e�ort to propose standards for repository interoperability protocols. RBSE is currently

supporting Rockwell in a pilot project to reengineer the Space Shuttle ight analysis systems from

legacy FORTRAN into an object-oriented implementation designed for reuse on other NASA/JSC

shuttle systems.

2 Position

2.1 The Reuse Perspective

As reuse becomes a fundamental part of software engineering, it changes the way we view software.

(Software is de�ned here to be all software content objects, including requirements, architectures,

designs, code artifacts at both the system and component level, as well as the relationships among

them.) Before reuse, software was only of temporary interest, to be created, delivered, and forgotten

- even though it was frequently maintained for decades. The software that was produced got no

respect from the industry as an object of inquiry; it was considered to be a special case, one-

time e�ort. The generic methods and processes of producing it were considered to be of much

greater interest and importance. The concept of reuse comes from the recognition that, within

application domains, software problems and solutions begin to coalesce and stabilize around a

certain conventional agreed-upon set of architectures. Design becomes variation on a standard

theme. As the problem/solution set is re�ned and matures, the view of software changes from

something that is transient and special case to something that is timeless, enduring, worthy of

respect and inquiry. When this point is reached, the software industry is well on its way to

becoming a traditional engineering discipline.

2.2 General Inuence on Software Measurement

The change in perspective described above brings about a change in the focus and importance of

software measurement. Before reuse, measurement was not viewed as particularly critical (except

by a few disciplined organizations) and the focus was on development projects: the process of

developing software (estimating e�ort to produce a system of a certain estimated size) and, to

some extent, the quality of the developed product, especially its external behavior.
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Reuse magni�es the importance of measurement, particularly the measurement of software content

and the creation and utilization of that content. Now it is useful to know much more about the

qualities and characteristics of the software itself because people need to communicate about it { it

will be used by many people in many di�erent contexts. There are new things to measure, such as

distinctions between producing/discovering/articulating standard solutions in the form of artifacts

and knowledge, managing the artifacts and knowledge, and using them to build new systems.

There is also the possibility that somewhat di�erent attributes need to be measured in di�erent

domains, or at least the focus might di�er. The domains themselves need to be measured, to assess

maturation rates and artifact coverage.

2.3 Near-Term E�ects

In the short term, the focus of reuse measurement will be on cost bene�ts and return on investment

of reuse (compared to no reuse), and certi�cation of parts. Reuse programs are frequently initiated

based upon anecdotal claims, with little understanding of the context from which those anecdotes

arise. A primary short-term goal is agreement within the reuse community on what comprises reuse

of an artifact, allowing reasonable comparisons between projects and organizations. Di�erentiating

between verbatim and adaptive reuse and accounting for these distinctions in cost models to ad-

equately estimate e�ort for design with reuse need to be addressed quickly so that managers can

clearly see the bene�ts derived from reuse.

We see near-term results primarily in what to count, how to count it, and how to assign cost and

savings to what is counted. These results will be achieved on software artifacts that generally

resemble the traditional products of the software life cycle, rather than on the results of domain

engineering e�orts currently underway. The deployment of domain architectures in practical appli-

cation systems is only now becoming clear.

2.4 Long-Term E�ects

In the long term, the focus will be on characterizing and measuring software content and its quality,

not just the external behavioral view but structural views as well. There will be less emphasis on

cost bene�ts of reuse versus no reuse because using standard solutions will have become the way

of doing business and will not have to be justi�ed. There will be less emphasis on source lines of

code (SLOC), especially as the basis of productivity, because more useful and important metrics

of the functionality and quality of software will be available. The deemphasis on SLOC will reect

the increased emphasis on products derived from earlier activities in the life cycle, particularly

design quality assessment and the general state of domain development, e�ectively comprising a

domain maturity measure. The quanti�cation of the notion of variations on a theme (i.e., domain

architectures) mentioned above will be a more important estimate of e�ort than of the total size of

the system delivered.

3 Comparison

There are a number of recent additions to the literature relating to the position we elaborate here.

Concerning maturity and its assessment, the recent special issue of IEEE Software (particularly
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[1]), Peeger's paper on process maturity and metrics [2], and the reuse maturity model formulated

in [3] relate the kind of activity we see being directed eventually not just toward processes and

organizations, but toward domains as well.

Progress toward our near-term goals is indicated by reports such as those by Daskalantonakis [4]

and Peeger [5]. Recent e�orts by DoD and SEI on the derivation of a standard set of core metrics

will lead to more uniform reporting and comparison of such e�orts.

Finally, and perhaps more critically, cost models are beginning to be discussed in the literature,

indicating a new phase in the maturation of reuse: [6], [7], [8]. Such models typically involve a single

organization and the bene�ts derived from reuse activities. Their relevance to multiple contractor

contexts, particularly government projects such as those done by DoD and NASA, have yet to be

established.

It important to note that the work described in these references commonly starts from widely

varying premises. There is demonstrable bene�t derived from adaptive reuse, and we provide

di�erent weightings for verbatim reuse and adaptive reuse in the cost models that we are exploring.

Poulin, however, counts only verbatim reuse in the calculation of return on investment [7]. The

variations in results make comparison di�cult. The reuse community needs to arrive at a consensual

cost model approach that allows proper comparison, so that the bene�ts of a mature reuse program

are clear and unarguable. Only then will institutionalization of reuse become a reality.
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